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Getting It Right 1992-11-16 getting it right is the first insider s account of this
period of regional development in canada harley mcgee draws on his experience with the
government at senior regional and departmental levels and on primary and secondary
sources to examine the evolution of federal regional development policies and the
structures developed between 1970 and 1991 to implement them he dispels some of the
myths and challenges some of the perceptions about the manner in which regional
development has been tackled by governments in canada he explores the federal
provincial dimensions of regional development as well as the difficulty of reconciling
the perceived dichotomy between national and regional policies mcgee argues that the
1982 move away from the dree model of regional development was a mistake and suggests
that the predilection of governments for reorganising existing instruments of regional
development policy and creating new ones has been detrimental to regional economies
mindful of the new realities of the global economy within which canada and its regions
must compete and of the promise threat of rapidly changing technology mcgee identifies
the need for a new order of priorities with which governments can meet these challenges
and opportunities
Prussia in the Historical Culture of the German Democratic Republic 2022-10-06 no
example demonstrates the fluidity of the past within the german democratic republic
more powerfully than the history of the prussian state initially attacked in east
german official histories as the historical engine of german militarism and reaction
prussia underwent a remarkabletransformation in official and public memory from around
the end of the 1970s this was the so called prussia renaissance in which for the first
time the east german state began to recognise and even celebrate figures from prussian
history who had not served a progressive agenda but the prussia renaissance was also a
political and cultural phenomenon with a wide public resonance the prussia renaissance
may have been a relatively short lived phenomenon but it evidently opened a deep vein
in the historical memory of the german democratic republic that defied reduction to
highpolitics alone this book asks why using the case study of prussia marcus colla
presents a multi perspective approach to the way that a distinctive historical culture
was constructed in the german democratic republic it not only evaluates the roles
played by political figures historians and cultural elites but also
heritagepreservationists exhibition curators heimat museums television producers
novelists and playwrights and singers the purveyors of what we might more generally
term popular culture in essence colla poses four fundamental questions for our
understanding of life politics and culture incommunist east germany how was history
there made how was it understood how was it contested and how was it used
Journal of the House of Representatives of the United States 1976 some vols include
supplemental journals of such proceedings of the sessions as during the time they were
depending were ordered to be kept secret and respecting which the injunction of secrecy
was afterwards taken off by the order of the house
Gape 2010-04-22 john love was born on pennsylvania john love currently lives in
missouri john love has read 2 065 books john love is also the author of other books
gape is john love s fourth finished work john love is also currently a college student
Budget Issues for Fiscal Year 1983 1982 in the enchantments of technology lee worth
bailey erases the conventional distinction between myth and machine in order to explore
the passionate foundations concealed in technological culture and address its complex
ethical moral and social implications bailey argues that technological society does not
simply disenchant the world with its reductive methods and mechanical metaphors then
shape machines with political motives but is also borne by a deeper subversive undertow
of enchantment addressing examples to explore the complexities of these enchantments
his thought is full of illuminating examinations of seductively engaging technologies
ranging from the old camera obscura to new automobiles robots airplanes and spaceships
this volume builds on the work of numerous scholars including jacques ellul and jean
brun on the phenomenological and spiritual aspects of technology carl jung on the
archetypal collective unconscious approach to myth and martin heidegger on being itself
bailey creates a dynamic interdisciplinary postmodern examination of how our machines
and their environments embody not only reason but also desires
The Enchantments of Technology 2010-10-01 an extraordinary work of intellectual history
as well as a scholarly tour de force a bracing polemic and a work of christian prophecy
mccarraher challenges more than 200 years of post enlightenment assumptions about the
way we live and work the observer at least since max weber capitalism has been
understood as part of the disenchantment of the world stripping material objects and
social relations of their mystery and magic in this magisterial work eugene mccarraher
challenges this conventional view capitalism he argues is full of sacrament whether one
is prepared to acknowledge it or not first flowering in the fields and factories of
england and brought to america by puritans and evangelicals whose doctrine made ample
room for industry and profit capitalism has become so thoroughly enmeshed in the fabric
of our society that our faith in the market has become sacrosanct informed by cultural
history and theology as well as management theory the enchantments of mammon looks to



nineteenth century romantics whose vision of labor combined reason creativity and
mutual aid for salvation in this impassioned challenge to some of our most firmly held
assumptions mccarraher argues that capitalism has hijacked our intrinsic longing for
divinity and urges us to break its hold on our souls a majestic achievement it is a
work of great moral and spiritual intelligence and one that invites contemplation about
things we can t afford not to care about deeply commonweal more brilliant more
capacious and more entertaining page by page than his most ardent fans dared hope the
magnitude of his accomplishment an account of american capitalism as a religion will
stun even skeptical readers christian century
The Enchantments of Mammon 2019-11-12 2008 marks the 75th anniversary of the new deal
the series of programs initiated by president franklin delano roosevelt to help
americans recover during the great depression programs such as the civilian
conservation corps the civil works administration and the works progress administration
gave hope support and encouragement to millions of americans several new deal programs
including social security continue to help americans today
Resources in Education 1977 this book proposes a new analysis of the transformation of
europe through integration exactly 30 years after the beginning of transformation
scholarship it consists of a reconstruction of the development and present condition of
european integration in relation to private ordering looking at the interface between
on the one hand the eu constitutional order and on the other hand private ordering the
book recounts three major structural transformations over the last six decades delving
into the private law areas most exposed to the current modernisation wave consumer law
internal market lex mercatoria digitisation artificial intelligence data protection
standardised contracts finance and political economy and labour the book critically
explores a reconfiguration of europe s constitutional structures relative to and that
results from what to some appears to be an almost irresistible rise of private ordering
through a transformed hermeneutics balancing this is a magisterial survey of european
law european private law and comparative law seen through a pathbreaking comparative
methodology labelled juridical comparative hermeneutics within civil law systems and
across the civil common law divide which offers innovative analytical tools that afford
a deep understanding of the evolution of the disciplines
The Enchantments of Jannes and Jambres Discovered: Or the Errors and Blasphemies of the
Secession, in Their Principles on Magistracy, Exposed; as They are Contained in Their
Answers to Mr. Nairn's Reasons of Dissent, Their New Articles of Faith 1754; and a Late
Vindiction, Etc. Against the Dissenters 1764, by Messrs. Gib and Goodlet. ... In a
Letter to Mr. J- H-, by A- W-. 1765 now in paperback an important account of ten
supreme court cases that changed the fate of native americans providing the
contemporary historical political context of each case and explaining how the decisions
have adversely affected the cultural survival of native people to this day
The New Deal 2009-09 this edited collection explores the many ways in which diverse
individuals and groups such as state and federal managers first peoples ranchers miners
oil and gas extraction industries sports enthusiasts environmentalists local residents
and tourists actively negotiate contest and collaborate on issues regarding public
lands in the american west tracing these ever morphing alliances and antagonisms this
volume highlights the recurring patterns within this diverse array of social actors
The Chesapeake & Ohio Historical Magazine 1998 situated within the context of the
ongoing debate about european contract law this book provides a detailed examination of
the european union s competence in the field of contract law it analyses the limits of
union competence in relation to several relevant treaty provisions which potentially
confer competence on the union to adopt a comprehensive contract law instrument and the
exercise of union competence in connection with the operation of the principles of
subsidiarity proportionality and sincere cooperation it also explores the viability of
several alternative and complementary routes to the adoption of such an instrument
including enhanced cooperation an intergovernmental treaty and certain american
techniques setting forth an elaborate account of the context for this debate and its
chronological development at the european level this book charts the discussions
relating to the european union s competence to regulate contract law and offers a
comparative analysis of the approach taken to the approximation of contract law in the
american setting setting forth a detailed account of the context for this debate and
its chronological development at the european level the book charts the discussions
that have occurred within and outside the eu relating to the transnational competence
to regulate contract law situating european constitutional law within the continued
debate about european contract law it also reflects upon the contract law structure of
the united states and examines the viability of alternative and complementary routes to
the adoption of a comprehensive instrument of substantive contract law
The Structural Transformation of European Private Law 2023-06-15 this ambitious well
written book will be a useful resource for scholars an excellent overview a fine
readable introduction that presents its analysis in a straightforward manner free from
ideological baggage congress the presidency a refreshingly unorthodox narrative



campbell explains in plain language how government grew his stance is neither liberal
nor conservative but simply well informed and reasonable walter nugent university of
notre dame the canvas is large but one comes away from the book with an understanding
of what has happened the factors contributing to these developments and their
consequences strongly recommended samuel mcseveney vanderbilt university ballard
campbell has synthesized an amazing range of material federal state and even local
studies from history political science economics and assorted other specialized studies
the product is a strikingly comprehensive and readable history of the rise of
government in the usa even better it provides a coherent explanation of why the state
grew so large richard jensen university of illinois chicago his overview chapter 2
should be a compulsory assignment for any seminar on modern political culture the
journal of american history campbell s book is a marvelous multidisciplinary synthesis
that builds on the findings of historians of national state and local government along
with those of economists and political scientists to provide a coherent account of the
rise of modern american governing structures journal of interdisciplinary history the
book should be useful in the classroom even for freshmen classes in u s history and
government american historical review readable and refreshingly unorthodox campbell
provides a coherent explanation of how and why government has become so large his book
deserves inclusion in any undergraduate bibliography covering the development of
american government political studies association this engaging survey of the growth of
government in america in the last century focuses on the evolution of public policy and
its relationship to the constitutional and political structure of government at the
federal state and local levels
In the Courts of the Conquerer 2018-03-26 this collection of essays published in two
volumes brings together central english language contributions to the study of modern
german politics and government
Public Lands in the Western US 2020-12-10 a collection of writings on the environmental
crisis of the southwestern forests by historians specializing in either the environment
or the southwest criticicing forest management practices devoted to exploiting the
forest for timber grazing and recreation with insufficient regard for ecological
balance
Corporate Rights and Responsibilities 1976 cover half title title page copyright page
dedication table of contents preface acknowledgments 1 voters and voting 2 poll taxes
and literacy tests 3 apportionment and redistricting 4 the decennial census 5 seeking
public office 6 political parties 7 campaign contributions finance and spending 8
electors elections and challenges to electoral outcomes 9 election judges inspectors
and canvassing boards 10 accountability and holding legislative elective office 11
first amendment implications 12 initiatives referenda and the right of political
advocacy 13 legislative inquiries and political rights 14 loyalty tests and oaths of
political allegiance 15 forms of government 16 other cases related to political rights
appendix a the constitution of the united states of america appendix b table of cases
appendix c bibliography appendix d index about the editor
The Constitutional Foundations of European Contract Law 2014-12-18 in the years between
1940 and 2000 the american far west went from being a relative backwater of the united
states to a considerably more developed modern and prosperous region one capable of
influencing not just the nation but the world by the dawn of the twenty first century
the population of the west had multiplied more than four times since 1940 and western
states had transitioned from rural to urban becoming the most urbanized section of the
country massive investment both private and public in the western economy had produced
regional prosperity and the tourism industry had undergone massive expansion altering
the ways americans identified with the west in the mobilized american west 1940 2000
john m findlay presents a historical overview of the american west in its decades of
modern development during the years of u s mobilization for world war ii and the cold
war the west remained a significant distinct region even as its development accelerated
rapidly and in many ways it became better integrated into the rest of the country by
examining events and trends that occurred in the west findlay argues that a distinctive
region wide political culture developed in the western states from a commitment to
direct democracy the role played by the federal government in owning and managing such
a large amount of land and the way different groups of westerners identified with and
defined the region while illustrating western distinctiveness findlay also aims to show
how in its sustaining mobilization for war the region became tethered to the entire
nation more than ever before but on its own terms findlay presents an innovative
approach to viewing the american west as a region distinctive of the united states one
that occasionally stood ahead of at odds with and even in defiance of the nation
The Growth of American Government 1995 in january 1991 the canadian tax foundation
convened a conference in toronto dealing with issues to be considered in the
formulation of canadian tax policy for decades to come this book includes the eight
papers presented the formal comments on the papers the address of the luncheon speaker
and an introductory essay that summarizes the main themes developed in the papers and



considers anew the role of tax policy as an instrument for achieving non revenue
raising objectives
Germany 1997 in the summer of 1930 two federal prohibition agents were murdered the
first died in a hail of buckshot on a dark street in aguilar colorado six weeks later
the second agent and his vehicle disappeared on a sunny afternoon along a new mexico
state highway south of raton during their fifty year search the authors sought answers
to why no one was ever prosecuted for these crimes this is the first book to correlate
the two murders identify how and why they occurred and name the parties involved and
the roles they played drawing from first hand interviews and national archives files
this book lifts the shadows along the trail as the light of truth is shown upon this
mystery two federal agents can now rest in peace
Draft Environmental Impact Statement 1980 add over 340 verbal practice questions to
your prep designed by the makers of the gmat exam your official source of real gmat
questions from past exams set yourself up for success with extra practice on the verbal
section of the gmat exam study with over 340 practice questions not included in gmat
official guide 2022 book online question bank review answer explanations to help
improve your performance gmat practice questions are organized by difficulty level easy
medium and hard start at the beginning and work your way up to the hard questions as
you build upon your knowledge all practice questions are from past gmat exams the gmat
official guide verbal review 2022 book online question bank provides 3 ways to study
book know what to expect on the gmat exam learn the exam structure with an introductory
review chapter followed by 25 practice questions review common formulas and concepts
using quick reference sheets master reading comprehension and critical reasoning with
over 340 practice questions from past gmat exams organized by difficulty level gmat
online prep tools focus your studying bonus included with purchase practice online with
the same questions from the book create custom practice sets by difficulty level and by
fundamental skill track your progress using performance metrics prepare for exam day by
timing your practice in exam mode test your knowledge of key concepts with flashcards
prepare with the online question bank which includes online exclusive questions
filterable by difficulty level question type fundamental skills and more study anytime
anywhere with the mobile app review and reattempt practice sets to improve performance
in study or exam mode mobile app your gmat prep on the go study offline after
downloading the question sets sync between devices start on your phone finish on your
computer add gmat official guide verbal review 2022 book online question bank to your
gmat prep the official source of practice questions from past gmat exams this product
includes a print book with a unique access code to the online question bank and mobile
app
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